
Orientation and energy.
A fruitful  synthesis of concepts, knowledge, skills and attitudes.

PURPOSE   – OBJECTIVE

In this course our effort is to help students not only understand but also to discover,

gradually and experimentally concepts related to energy. Also through experiential

methods will help students to gain the skills of orientation and connect with their daily

lives. At the end through a creative and fruitful discussions and experimental activities

will lead them to synthesis the concepts of energy and orientation. The aim is to

develop critical thinking and actions that will change student’s attitudes about energy

conservation and will determine their future route of modern environmental problems.



Introductory area and preliminary phase

• Short Description: The conquest of the orientation skills and the build of concepts
about energy will lead to a fruitful synthesis to structured an interview with an architect
on the bioclimatic architecture and residential ways to save energy.

• Vocabulary: Orientation – Earth rotation and land procession - Solar Energy -
Coordinates - Solar panels - Bioclimatic Architecture - Energy saving

• Target group: Students, 6 grade of primary school.

• Age: 11- 12 years.

• Environment: School - Internet - External Environment - Office of an Architect.

• Period:  Before the visit - 8 hours.
Visit - Experiments - 16 hours.
After the visit - 6 to 8 hours.
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Presentation Notes




Instructional objectives:

By teaching intervention the students should

- Gain experiential, skills relating to orientation.

- Understand the importance of solar energy for life on earth.

- Participate in experiments to understand how energy turns from one form into another.

- Observe and experiment with scientific methods on natural phenomena.

- Process data that affect energy consumption.

- Be familiar with scientific methodology, research, and development of scientific culture.

- Work cooperatively within the team and trust each other to achieve a common goal.

Introductory area and preliminary phase



Before the visit – 1st  phase:
Activities to extract questions - Challenge of interest

First we divide the students into groups (each group
the number is not greater than 4 people).

The first and basic activities of each team will be
«Mystery Boxes Activity».
http://www.talkscience.org.uk/resources/54.aspx

In this way students will come together and become
familiar with skills as: discussion, developing an
argument, observation, negotiation and cooperation.



Before the visit – 1st  phase:
Activities to extract questions - Challenge of interest

With the help of a guiding framework trying to
steer the conversation so as to record the
students' initial ideas about the sun and the
energy it produces. (Paper 1)

Parallel we present photographs related to the
discussion via Power Point. (Power Point 1)



All the students have common
misconceptions about what the sun
gives us. Most of them believe that sun
gives us heat and light but very few
realize and understand the link
between heat and light with energy.

The nature itself gives us a good example to understand the energy and orientation
through the phenomenon of phototropism (tracking the sun).

It should be a long discussion within the groups about the level 2 questions (Paper 1)
All the members of each group should share their opinions and finally they should
answer these questions in writing.

Before the visit – 2nd phase:                                           Energy
Active investigation - Proposal original assumptions or forecasts



Before the visit – 2nd phase:                                           Energy
Active investigation - Proposal original assumptions or forecasts

Talk about energy and effect of phototropism
(plant growth through orientation) with video on
the website of the Encyclopedia Britannica
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/6

06659/tropism
Virtual reconstruction of phototropism on site
http://kpe-
kastor.kas.sch.gr/leaf/texts/movement.htm

Also we get two pots of the same plant, and we agree with the students to place them at
different points, one in the sun and the other in shadow. We will record describe and
maybe drawing the situation of the plants (how looks like) after 4 weeks.

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/606659/tropism
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/606659/tropism
http://kpe-kastor.kas.sch.gr/leaf/texts/movement.htm
http://kpe-kastor.kas.sch.gr/leaf/texts/movement.htm
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_QMD3uDrxxgM/Sv8_dJ0nyhI/AAAAAAAAFmg/yxHOuw_zJXs/s1600-h/%CE%A6%CF%89%CF%84%CE%BF%CF%83%CF%85%CE%BD%CE%B8%CE%B5%CF%83%CE%B7.jpg


By analyzing the phenomenon of phototropism we can make the necessary link
between energy and orientation. The basic skill of orientation requires an absolute
understanding of the rotations of the earth (around its’ axe and around the sun).

We give in each group a questionnaire to
investigate the views of the students which are
relevant to the orientation. This questionnaire
will be given again after the teaching
interference to determine the degree of change
that has occurred. (Paper 2)

Introducing the issue of the earths’ rotations
showing and discussing suitable photos of
(Power Point 2)

Καλοκαίρι Χειμώνας
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Φθινόπωρο

Before the visit – 2nd phase:                                          Orientation
Active investigation - Proposal original assumptions or forecasts



We can help the students to understand
the rotations of the earth by let them to
involve actively with the model
representation.
http://astro.unl.edu/naap/motion1/ani
mations/seasons_ecliptic.html

Allow students to experiment for all
possible moves and positions within the
environment of the representation model.

Then we can visit the address of calculation sunshine
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/grad/solcalc/. We can put the red cursor to choose the
city that we are interested. Choosing the boxes Sunrise, Sunset, we can see in the map
(reflected on the map using different colors) for the date we are interested, the point
where the sun rises and sets understanding that way the path of the sun.

Before the visit – 2nd phase:                                          Orientation
Active investigation - Proposal original assumptions or forecasts

http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/grad/solcalc/


Visit - Experiment – 3rd phase                              Orientation 
Creation – Collect and assembly data & materials by observation

Experiential role-playing game 1:

We can create, in the class an empty space and represent the earths’
surface. Placing students in similar positions so as to represent
various countries of Northern and Southern hemispheres. Leave
empty corridor that modeled the equator of the earth and place in
this imaginary line a ribbon or tape. Holding a light simulates the
movement of the sun (as understood in everyday life). We can put a
student moving from east to west and allow students to attend the
direction of motion of the sun and shadow for both hemispheres
Then the teams together exchanging views and conclusions for the
movements of sun and shadow.

From the site http://www.stellarium.org we
can download the software “stellarium”.
Students can choose, as observers, a city of the
Northern or Southern Hemisphere. Changing
the months and hours can observe accurately
the movement and position of the sun its time.

http://www.stellarium.org/


Visit - Experiment – 3rd phase                              Orientation 
Creation – Collect and assembly data & materials by observation

Experiential role-playing game 2:

Then, we can put another ribbon which represent the imaginary line
of longitude. Explain to students that the equator and the longitude
are imaginary and were a common contract for the navigators (to
divide the land in boxes) so as they knew every time, while they were
travelled, their exactly spot. We can designate one navigator from
each team who move in place with commands corresponding to
boxes. That way we can introduce the concept of coordinates and
their benefit to world.

In the http://www.shodor.org/interactivate/activities/
we can find useful activities about coordinates in the
form of games such as: Simple coordinates game,
Simple maze game, Ordered simple plot. From that
variety we can choose the one that is appropriate for
the level of our students.

http://www.shodor.org/interactivate/activities/
http://www.shodor.org/interactivate/activities/
http://www.shodor.org/interactivate/activities/
http://www.shodor.org/interactivate/activities/
http://www.shodor.org/interactivate/activities/
http://www.shodor.org/interactivate/activities/
http://www.shodor.org/interactivate/activities/


We give students the ability to process information about the compass and the map on 
http://www.ekke.gr/estia/gr_pages/F_synerg/KPE_Makrinitsas

The experiential role-playing games mentioned above are intended as a basic
understanding of different perceptions about the movement of the sun which depending
on the position of the observer. So students will observe and learn that both the sun and
the shade follow a concrete movement and path. Metacognitive thinking and discussion
will arise by certain questions as set in the (Paper 3)

Visit - Experiment – 3rd phase                              Orientation 
Creation – Collect and assembly data & materials by observation

http://www.ekke.gr/estia/gr_pages/F_synerg/KPE_Makrinitsas


Observing the orientation of residence
associated with relatively photos as showed
in (Power Point 3) and lead the discussion
inside the groups on the amounts of energy
that could save a single house if properly
oriented. (What we mean is a home properly
oriented? - Looking at the sunrise;)

The evaluation at this higher and final
level for orientation can be achieved
as students answering questions
analyze and extract conclusions
comparatively with orientation.
(Power Point 4)

Visit - Experiment – 3rd phase                              Orientation 
Creation – Collect and assembly data & materials by observation



We can manufacture, or buying small-scale building model (help instructions as shown
(Power Point 5)). Every group should try to orient proper the building with the light
source to achieve the best operating efficiency.

Visit the web page:
http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/calculators/P
VWATTS/version1/
We enter and make use of the software
performance solar panel with the help of
introduction and instructions for use are
in the (Paper 5)
The results (Energy amount - Earning
cost) of each team announces in the whole
class.

Visit - Experiment – 3rd phase     Synthesis for Energy & Orientation
Creation – Collect and assembly data & materials by observation

http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/calculators/PVWATTS/version1/
http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/calculators/PVWATTS/version1/


Experiment Pizza Box
We ensure an appropriate day to conduct the experiment «Pizza Box». The teams follow the
instructions (Paper 6) and record the results in (Paper 7). By the end of experiment we
leave the groups to discuss in detail the results and what parameters should be taken into
account for better results.

Visit - Experiment – 3rd phase     Synthesis for Energy & Orientation
Creation – Collect and assembly data & materials by observation



Makris Nicholas – Primary School Teacher  
mail: nikmak22@yahoo.com.

tel: +306976559659
Address: Karampatzaki 26. Code 38446 Volos. Greece

Thank you 
for 

your attention

mailto:nikmak22@yahoo.com
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